EM Turbulence:
A Correction,
Not a Crisis
By BNY Mellon Investment Management

Tighter money has also
helped highlight a host
of country-level issues.

Recently, we asked emerging market portfolio managers and
analysts from across BNY Mellon’s investment boutiques to
explain what’s been driving the turmoil in emerging markets (EM),
whether the worst is over, and what is likely to happen next.
Tom Higgins of Standish Mellon Asset Management, Colm McDonagh of Insight,
Sean Fitzgibbon of The Boston Company and Rob Marshall-Lee of Newton all
agree that EMs’ troubles are unlikely to become a crisis such as the one that
spread through east Asian economies beginning in 1997 and lasted for nearly two
years. “What’s been going on in EMs is a correction, not a crisis,” says Fitzgibbon.
Similarities to situations in the Asian crisis countries, such as structural imbalances,
have appeared in some emerging markets. The catalysts for the Asian contagion,
however, notes Tom Higgins, Chief Economist with Standish Mellon Investment
Management, were massively overvalued currencies and the widespread practice
of pegging government balance sheets to the U.S. dollar, neither of which is a
prevalent issue in the vast majority of EMs today.
McDonagh says that the correction has been triggered by individual countries’
policy responses to the Federal Reserve’s tapering of its asset purchases. “In the
last year, a number of EM currencies have weakened and even more so since the
start of the new year,” he says. “The changes toward weaker currencies come as
EM central banks seek the least ﬁscally costly ways to stimulate growth in a big
election year. In some cases like Turkey, a weaker currency is due to risk aversion,
while in other countries, such as Russia, currency weakness is a policy decision.”
Higgins points out that tighter money has also helped highlight a host of
idiosyncratic country-level issues in EMs. “As money’s ﬂowed out, a ﬂashlight has
been turned on EMs more broadly and now people see there are countries with
some issues,” he says. “Turkey has both a political corruption scandal and also
an external balance of payments issue with a large trade deﬁcit and interest rates
that were too low. Turkey has been one of the worst performers this year as far as
currency, but there are other EMs such as South Africa and Thailand with political
issues. In China, we knew there were structural issues, but the potential default of
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China Credit Trust, which has indirect links to one of China’s larger banks makes
people wonder whether it’s the canary in the coal mine in terms of what’s to come.
China is the poster child for emerging markets, so when something isn’t quite right
in China, it gets people nervous.”

Indexes have been
over-represented in
places where things
are not sustainable.

Several analysts pointed to the expectations and strategies employed by those
nervous investors as helping to intensify the correction. “People were buying
into EMs at a rate that didn’t reﬂect the underlying risks,” says McDonagh.
“The EM central banks’ policy responses to Fed tapering often have had greater
consequences for those investing in EMs than for the countries themselves.
That’s because the vast ﬂows into EMs over the past couple of years have
largely gone into local-currency denominated long-only debt positions.” Higgins
points out that many investors’ preference for index-based strategies have also
prompted them to ﬂee EMs en masse. “Investors have always looked at EMs
as a homogenous entity and they buy broad EM index ETFs and when times get
tough, they just dump the asset class. They don’t distinguish between Turkey or
Argentina and a country like Mexico which has much sounder fundamentals and
has been implementing reforms in the banking and oil sectors and which has one
of the most liquid currencies around, they just throw the baby out with the bath.”
Rob Marshall-Lee of Newton echoes Higgins’s concern that the ﬂight from EM
is an overreaction and that investors should not overlook the variegated nature
of EMs. “Indexes have been over-represented in places where things are not
sustainable,” he says. He points out that risk remains in the putative safety of the
developed markets toward which investment ﬂows have shifted recently. “They’re
still on an unsustainable credit binge,” he says. “While current accounts in most EM
countries are shrinking and moving toward deﬁcit, the ﬁscal imbalances in
developed markets are far greater,” he notes.
None of the portfolio managers and analysts we spoke to believes that the case
for long-term investment in EMs (demographic-driven consumer market growth
and relatively little debt) has been invalidated by recent events. However, they all
emphasize the importance of employing actively managed investment strategies
that recognize the variegated nature of the countries that wear the “EM” label.
While the fundamental investment thesis for EMs may remain intact, investors
wonder when the turmoil will subside. BNY Mellon Chief Global Markets Strategist
Jack Malvey notes, “The momentum for correction has been faltering without
fresh negative catalysts.”
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Individual EMs already show signs of recovering, despite the ongoing
normalization of developed markets’ ﬁscal policy. “India shows signs of
having come out the other side,” says Fitzgibbon. He points to the successful
stabilization of the rupee over the past year and the prospect that a new
government may undertake much-needed reforms as reasons for optimism.
Newton’s Rob Marshall-Lee sees current opportunities within EMs as well.
Even as China’s economy slows, active managers are spotting opportunities
in speciﬁc niches such as China’s internet sector. “It’s much more a stock
picker’s market now, which for us is a big advantage,” he says.
While no one knows when indices that track the entire basket of emerging
markets may reach bottom, all of our experts agree that EM allocations
remain important for long-term strategic investors. Those investors should
recognize the need to identify and manage the risks that continue to be a
distinguishing feature of emerging market economies.
As McDonagh puts it, “Dedicated long-time EM investors recognize that
political noise rises and falls in EMs, just as it does in developed markets,
but no single country is big enough that its politics can create systemic risks.”

Emerging markets allocations
remain important for long-term
strategic investors.
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